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A B S T R A C T

Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) has been used for markerless
tracking in augmented reality applications. Distributed SLAM helps multiple agents
to collaboratively explore and build a global map of the environment while estimating
their locations in it. One of the main challenges in distributed SLAM is to identify local
map overlaps of these agents, especially when their initial relative positions are not
known. We developed a collaborative AR framework with freely moving agents having
no knowledge of their initial relative positions. Each agent in our framework uses a
camera as the only input device for its SLAM process. Furthermore, the framework
identifies map overlaps of agents using an appearance-based method. We also proposed
a quality measure to determine the best keypoint detector/descriptor combination for
our framework.

c© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

Markerless tracking has been a goal of many augmented re-2

ality applications, and the Simultaneous Localization and Map-3

ping (SLAM) has been a robust framework to accomplish this.4

The robotics community defines the SLAM problem as an agent5

creating a map of an unknown environment using sensors while6

localizing itself in it. To localize the agent properly, an accurate7

map is required. To generate an accurate map, localization has8

to be done properly. This means that localization and mapping9

need to be done simultaneously to benefit each other.10

Inexpensive, ubiquitous mobile agents with cameras and im-11

age processing tools made them a popular choice of a sensor12

for SLAM. Most Visual SLAM approaches relied on detecting13

features and generating sparse maps using them. More recent14
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solutions with direct featureless methods [1] generate semi- 15

dense maps of the environment. Dense maps provide many 16

benefits over sparse maps including, better agent interactions 17

with the environment or objects, better scene interaction for 18

augmented reality applications, and better object recognition 19

with enhanced data. However, in practice, direct, featureless 20

methods require significant overlaps between key frames, with 21

narrower baselines. This adds a limit to the movement of the 22

camera. Furthermore, the direct method alone could not handle 23

large loop closures. 24

Many researchers investigated how to use multiple agents to 25

perform SLAM: called collaborative or distributed SLAM. Dis- 26

tributed SLAM increases the robustness of the SLAM process 27

and makes it less vulnerable to catastrophic failures. Challenges 28

in distributed SLAM are computing map overlaps and sharing 29

information between agents with limited communication band- 30

width. 31

We developed a collaborative augmented reality framework 32

based on distributed SLAM. Agents in our framework do not 33

have any prior knowledge of their relative positions. Each 34
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agent generates a local semi-dense map utilizing direct feature-1

less SLAM approach. The framework uses image features in2

keyframes to determine map overlaps between agents. We per-3

formed a comprehensive analysis on state-of-the-art keypoint4

detector/descriptor combinations to improve the performance5

of our system reported in [2] by defining a quality measure to6

find the optimal combination. We created the publicly avail-7

able DIST-Mono distributed monocular visual SLAM dataset8

to evaluate our system. Furthermore we developed a proof-of-9

concept augmented reality application to demonstrate the po-10

tential of our framework.11

2. Related Work12

In a seminal paper, Smith et al. [3] introduced an Extended13

Kalman Filter (EKF) based solution for the SLAM problem14

(EKF-SLAM). The EKF incrementally estimates the posterior15

distribution over agent pose and landmark positions. The co-16

variance matrix grows with the number of landmarks. Even17

a single landmark observation leads to an update of the co-18

variance matrix, limiting the number of landmarks EKF-SLAM19

could handle due to the excessive computational cost. Further-20

more, EKF-SLAM has Gaussian noise assumptions. A Monte21

Carlo Sampling (particle filter) based approach by Montemerlo22

et al. [4] named FastSLAM, addressed the above limitations and23

supported non-linear process models and non-Gaussian pose24

distributions.25

Davison et al. [5] introduced Monocular Visual SLAM26

(MonoSLAM); a method of capturing the path of a freely mov-27

ing camera while generating a sparse map. The generated28

sparse map consisted of image patches as features. They com-29

bined EKF-SLAM and Particle Filtering (PF) for estimation30

and feature initialization respectively. Klein et al. in [6] pre-31

sented, Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM), one of the32

most significant solutions for visual SLAM. This robust SLAM33

solution mainly focused on accurate and fast mapping in a sim-34

ilar environment to MonoSLAM. Its implementation decou-35

pled mapping and localization, into two threads. The front-36

end thread only performs pose estimation and feature tracking37

while the back-end thread performed mapping and everything38

else, such as feature initialization and removing unnecessary39

keyframes. Similar to MonoSLAM, a set of sparse point fea-40

tures represented the map. RANSAC [7] and 5 point algorithm41

[8] initialized the system. A global Bundle Adjustment (BA) [9]42

with Levenberg-Marquardt optimization [8] adjusted the pose43

of all keyframes. Furthermore, a local BA changed the pose of44

a subset of keyframes allowing a reasonable rate of exploration.45

BA worked well for offline Structure from Motion (SfM).46

Even though BA is relatively computationally expensive,47

PTAM and other researchers recently adopted BA for many48

real-time monocular visual SLAM solutions. Strasdat’s analy-49

sis in [10] showed increasing the number of image features ac-50

quired per frame was more beneficial than incorporating infor-51

mation from increased number of closely placed camera frames.52

They argued that the former increases the accuracy of the mo-53

tion estimation and a better map estimation for a given compu-54

tational budget. Their analysis, hence, favored bundle adjust-55

ment techniques over incremental methods for accurate monoc- 56

ular visual SLAM. Moreover, BA helps to increase the number 57

of features on the map, leading to denser maps. 58

The work by DTAM by Newcombe et al. [11] and LSD- 59

SLAM by Engel et al. [1] utilized image pixel intensities di- 60

rectly instead of features for SLAM. Their systems generated 61

dense or semi-dense maps of the environment. Furthermore, 62

these direct methods were more robust to motion blur of im- 63

ages. 64

2.1. Distributed SLAM 65

A naı̈ve brute-force method could communicate all sensor 66

observations and map updates between agents in a distributed 67

SLAM system. However, computational resources and com- 68

munication bandwidth of an agent are limited. Furthermore, 69

the distributed network is subject to failures of nodes and links. 70

Therefore, to overcome these challenges, a proper and intelli- 71

gent approach is required for a distributed SLAM system. 72

If agents know either their relative locations or map overlaps 73

they can easily generate a unique, globally consistent map. For 74

example, in [12], relative locations of the agents were provided 75

by global positioning sensors (GPS). It was also relatively eas- 76

ier to determine map overlaps if the relative initial poses of all 77

agents are known. For example, Paull et al. in [13] initialized 78

agents with known GPS location information. 79

The problem becomes difficult if the relative locations of 80

agents are unknown. In some contributions, agents continued 81

building local sub-maps until they meet each other. Howard 82

et al. [14] proposed a method where each agent could detect 83

other agents. The agents use these coincidental encounters to 84

find their relative locations. Dieter Fox et al. in [15] presented 85

a method where each agent actively sought other agents in the 86

environment to find their relative locations. 87

In our distributed SLAM framework, each agent adapted 88

LSD-SLAM[1] in itself to generate a local semi-dense map. 89

Compared to earlier approaches, our framework does not ex- 90

pect agents to start from the same location, meet each other, 91

stay in the vicinity of an another agent, etc. The framework 92

computes map overlaps between agents based on an appearance 93

based method. 94

When we first reported our framework in [2], for our appear- 95

ance based map overlap detection method, we used SURF key- 96

point detectors [16] and SIFT descriptors [17]. In this paper, 97

we introduce a quality measure to find the best keypoint detec- 98

tor/descriptor for a distributed monocular visual SLAM system. 99

Based on that, we determined ORB keypoint detectors[18] and 100

BRISK descriptors[19] combination as the best candidate for 101

our work and achieved better results. 102

We used the experimental framework for distributed SLAM 103

that we introduced in [20], as the architecture of the distributed 104

framework. Compared to earlier approaches, our system does 105

not rely on a centralized server, instead we use two kinds of 106

agents called exploring and monitoring agents in a distributed 107

network. 108
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Fig. 1: The network of nodes, exploring nodes (E) are connected to monitoring
node (M). Some exploring nodes are connected with each other

3. System Overview1

Our framework consists of two types of distributed nodes; ex-2

ploring node and monitoring node. These nodes are deployed3

on different physical machines and given a globally unique4

identifier. The framework has one monitoring node and mul-5

tiple exploring nodes at any given time. The nodes use commu-6

nication channels to pass messages between each other.7

We use the Robot Operating System (ROS) [21] infrastruc-8

ture for our framework. ROS includes nodes that are respon-9

sible for performing computations. We implemented exploring10

and monitoring nodes as ROS nodes. ROS also provides named11

communication busses called topics to pass messages between12

ROS nodes. We use ROS topics as our peer-to-peer communi-13

cation channels between nodes.14

As the name suggests, exploring nodes are responsible for15

generating a local map of the environment. They periodically16

send their map to the monitoring node. The monitoring node17

continuously monitors these map updates to determine poten-18

tial map overlaps. If it finds an overlap between a pair of ex-19

ploring nodes, it sends a command to connect those nodes and20

merge their maps. Figure 1 shows a possible configuration of21

nodes. As illustrated, exploring nodes are always connected to22

the monitoring node. If there is a map overlap, two exploring23

nodes can also be connected to each other. Sections 4 and 5 ex-24

plain the functionality of exploring node and monitoring node25

respectively.26

We developed a multi-user AR application to demonstrate the27

collaborative AR potential of our framework. We added an AR28

window to each exploring node, allowing users to interact in the29

same environment. This is explained in more detail in section 9.30

4. Exploring Node31

Each exploring node performs semi-dense visual SLAM32

based on the work by [22]. It uses a single camera as the only33

input device. It maintains a list of key frames and a pose graph34

to represent its local map.35

4.1. Key Frames36

The ith key frame,Ki consists of an absolute pose ξWi ∈ R7,37

an image Ii, a map containing z coordinate reciprocals corre-38

sponding to non-negligible intensity gradient pixels Di (an in-39

verse depth map), an inverse depth variance map Vi and a list40

of features Fi. Figure 2 contains a visual representation of Ki41

of two key frames. Features of Ki are computed when we in-42

troduce Ki into the pose graph. In Ki, i corresponds to a 3243

bit globally unique identifier. We combine the globally unique44

node identifier and a locally unique frame identifier to generate45

a globally unique key frame identifier as shown in Figure 3.46

Fig. 2: We show the matched features between key frames Ki and K j superim-
posed on the images Ii and I j (top). We also show the pseudo-color encoded Di
and D j (middle) and pseudo-color encoded Vi and V j (bottom).

Fig. 3: Globally unique keyframe identifier based on node identifier

4.2. Pose Graph 47

Pose graph edges ε ji contain similarity transformations ξ ji 48

and Σ ji constraints. Here ξ ji ∈ R7 are the relative pose trans- 49

formations and Σ ji are the corresponding covariance matrices 50

between ith and jth key frames. 51

Both absolute pose ξWi and similarity transformation ξ ji are 52

encoded with a translation (three components) and orientation 53

with scale using a quaternion (four components). 54

4.3. SLAM Process 55

The SLAM process simultaneously tracks the camera against 56

the current key frame Ki and improves its Di and Vi based on 57

its new observations. Once the camera deviates significantly 58

from the Ki, either a new key frame is created or, if available, 59

an existing key frame is selected from the map. Next, if a new 60

key frame is created, the previous key frame used for tracking 61

is inserted into the pose graph. The pose graph is continuously 62

optimized in the background. More information on the LSD- 63

SLAM process is found in [1]. 64

4.4. Features 65

We used ORB [18] features and BRISK [19] descriptors in 66

our framework. For every salient feature in Fi, the correspond- 67

ing 3D location xp and the descriptor dp are computed. Our 68
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choice of features did not adversely affect on the real-time per-1

formance, given we only compute features in key frames. We2

have done a comprehensive analysis on state-of-the-art keypoint3

detectors and descriptors to select the best combination for our4

distributed framework as explained in Section 6.5

4.5. Communication with the Monitoring node6

Between exploring and monitoring nodes, there are three7

communication channels. An exploring node sends its new key8

frame Ki along with features Fi through the key frames chan-9

nel. After every pose graph optimization, the pose graph is sent10

through the pose graph channel. Exploring nodes receive com-11

mands through the commands channel.12

Upon receiving a loop closure command from Monitoring13

node with ξ ji, the exploring node checks whether there is an ex-14

isting edge ε ji between Ki and K j vertices of the pose graph. If15

an existing edge is found, it discards the loop closure command.16

Otherwise, it inserts the new edge and completes the process by17

performing another iteration of pose graph optimization.18

4.6. Communication with other Exploring nodes19

As shown in Figure 1, two overlapping exploring nodes can20

communicate with each other. Map overlap key frame corre-21

spondences are provided by the Monitoring node. Once the22

connection is made, each exploring node sends its map to its23

counterpart through map merge channel. Once the map is re-24

ceived, the key frame correspondences are directly transformed25

into new constraints between pose graphs of ei and e j.26

Figure 4 shows how ei and e j were generating their own maps27

before merging. Right hand side map of Figure 5 shows a re-28

sulting merged map of two exploring nodes. Once map merg-29

ing is complete, each exploring node listens to its counterpart30

for new key frames and the pose graph, to incrementally update31

its map.32

4.7. Modules of the exploring node33

Figure 6 shows modules of the distributed framework and the34

communications between nodes. The Exploring node consists35

of five main modules: input stream, tracking, mapping, con-36

straint search and optimization modules. Each of these modules37

runs in its own thread.38

The input stream module accepts all incoming messages in-39

cluding image frames, key frames, pose graph, map, and com-40

mands. All image frames are transferred to the tracking module.41

Key frames, pose graph and map are transferred to the optimiza-42

tion module so that they can be merged into the map before an43

optimization iteration. Commands are processed in the input44

stream module itself.45

The tracking module accepts the new frame from input46

stream module and tracks it against the current key frame. If47

the current key frame can no longer be used to track the cur-48

rent frame, a new key frame is created. The old key frame will49

be added to the map by the mapping module. The constraint50

search module is used to recover from tracking failures. The51

optimization module continuously optimizes the pose graph in52

the background.53

Fig. 4: Map generation process of two exploring nodes. Each exploring node
has its own coordinate system. Relative transformations between coordinate
systems are initially not known.

5. Monitoring Node 54

Exploring nodes of our distributed framework do not know 55

their relative poses at the beginning. Monitoring Node’s Map 56

overlap detection module is responsible for detecting and com- 57

puting corresponding relative pose between nodes. It also de- 58

tects loop closure of each exploring node. 59

Monitoring node maintains an N number of key frame 60

databases DBi. Here N equals to the number of exploring nodes 61

in the framework. All incoming key frames Ki, are matched 62

against all these key frame databases. The matching takes place 63

in parallel in M number of threads. The number M (< N) is 64

configured based on available system resources. 65

5.1. Key frame database 66

Each key frame database consists of key frames of one ex- 67

ploring node. Each incoming key frame Ki is matched against 68

the entries in the database using FLANN[23] feature matching 69

method. If there are more than 10 matches with another key 70

frame K j, it is concluded that there is an overlap between key 71

framesKi andK j. If these key frames belong to same exploring 72

node, a loop closure, is found. Otherwise, the result is submit- 73

ted to the Fusion Graph. 74

5.1.1. Fusion graph 75

All available exploring nodes are represented as vertices in 76

the fusion graph as shown in Figure 7. Assume there is an over- 77

lap between key frames Kr and Ks and Kr ∈ eKi and Ks ∈ eKj , 78

where eKi represent key frames in ith exploring node. Then, the 79

fusion graph contains an edge between ei and e j. The num- 80

ber of features matched between ei and e j are represented using 81
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Fig. 5: Resultant maps of two exploration nodes after map merging process. In exploring node on the left, three maps are merged. In exploring node on the right,
two maps are merged. It’s map and key frames are shown in green and yellow respectively. The map and key frames received from the other node are shown in pink
and blue, respectively. Constraints of the pose graph are not shown here to avoid too much clutter in the figure.
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Fig. 6: The distributed framework. In the figure, the arrows looping back to
the exploring node rectangle represent communication between two exploring
nodes.

ci j as shown in Figure 7. Note that the edge between ei and1

e j could represent matching features between many key frame2

pairs. The fusion graph is used by the map overlap detection3

module as described in more detail in Section 6.

Fig. 7: The fusion graph showing exploring nodes (ei) and the number of match-
ing features (ci j) as the weight of each edge. In this example, c jk is higher than
other edges (indicated by the thicker edge), so e j and ek is merged first.

4

5.1.2. Communication with Exploring nodes5

When the monitoring node detects a map overlap between6

exploring nodes ei and e j, it issues a merge command through7

the commands channel to both of them. The command contains8

the relative pose ξ ji between two nodes. The command also9

contains the map overlap key frame correspondences used to10

compute the relative pose between ei and e j. Similarly, a loop11

closure command is issued to an exploring node es, when both12

overlapping key frames Ki and K j belong to es. Fusion graph13

does not look for map overlaps between nodes that are already14

found overlapping. This prevents issuing merge command to ei 15

and e j again. 16

5.1.3. Modules of the monitoring node 17

As shown in Figure 6, the monitoring node has three main 18

modules. The input stream module is receiving key frames and 19

pose graphs from exploring nodes. These key frames are sub- 20

mitted to the map overlap detection module which processes 21

these key frames against multiple key frame databases in par- 22

allel. The fusion graph is used to prioritize map merging of 23

exploring nodes. 24

6. Map Overlap Detection 25

6.1. Determining overlap between two maps 26!"#$%&&'()&*#+',"-./'0#1.)2%'3"-+&(#"1-4#+'(#"''-'&%2'#('5%6.#*+2'.-*"&'789:;90'#)2<*%"'"%=%$4#+>'?+#),/'0#""%&.#+@%+$%&'A%2B%%+'+#@%&C';-4&(6'D+<*%"'!%"$%+2-,%C'8%.#"2'&)$$%&&'#('1-.'#E%"<-.'@%2%$4#+'F%+%"-2%'G%-2)"%&'0#1.)2%'H%&$"*.2#"&';-<*%+2'(%-2)"%C' H*&$-"@';2#"%'*+'2/%'5%6("-1%'I.@-2%!"!$#1.#+%+2':#'J%&'0#1.-"%'%-$/'(%-2)"%'@%&$"*.2#"'-,-*+&2'@-2-A-&%'D+&%"2'@%&$"*.2#"'*+2#'@-2-A-&%'K-2$/'(#)+@C':#' J%&' :#'J%&'J%&' :#'L%6("-1%'L%6("-1%' H%&$"*.2#"M'L%6("-1%'DH'
Fig. 8: Determining overlap between two maps

Figure 8 is a flowchart that describes how overlap between 27

two maps are determined. As discussed earlier, the maps used 28
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in our framework is represented using a set of keyframes and a1

pose graph. The ith keyframe, Ki consists of an absolute pose2

ξWi, an image Ii, an inverse depth map Di, an inverse depth3

variance map Vi and a list of features Fi. Each feature in Fi is4

filtered for its Vi(xp) to determine its saliency, where xp is the5

location of the feature.6

The pth feature in Ki should satisfy,

Vi(xp) < tDi(xp)2 (1)

Where t is a threshold computed empirically. We experi-7

mented with different values for t and found 0.001 to be a good8

value with satisfactory map overlap detections. The z compo-9

nent of the xp is populated using Di(xp). Then we compute the10

descriptor dp for each salient feature and store them inside the11

keyframe.12

Next, we look for matches for each descriptor in a descriptor13

database. The aforementioned database is built incrementally14

from all salient features the framework has encountered so far.15

Each entry in the database has information about the descrip-16

tor and the identifier of the keyframe to which it belongs. As17

described earlier the keyframe identifier encodes information18

about the map to which the keyframe belongs. If a match is19

found, it is reported to the fusion graph.20

An edge of the fusion graph contains all pairs of matching
keypoints across the two nodes corresponding to two different
maps. If an edge of the fution graph having feature match count
ci j satisfies,

max(ci j) > m (2)

then the monitoring node concludes that a map overlap exists21

between exploring nodes ei and e j. The value for threshold m22

was calculated empirically.23

These keypoint pairs that belong to an edge of the fusion24

graph are shown in Figure 9. As shown in the figure, the key-25

point pairs may belong to many keyframes.26

Fig. 9: Matching keypoint pairs across two sets of keyframes belong to two
different maps

To calculate the map overlap all 3D points are converted into
the map coordinate system using Equation 3.

x′p = TWixp (3)

where TWi is the corresponding similarity transformation ma-27

trix of ξWi.28

In our RANSAC implementation, four keypoint pairs are ran-29

domly selected and we use Horn’s closed form solution [24]30

to compute rigid body transformation ξWrWs
between coordi-31

nate systems of r and s maps. Next, we compute the inlier32

percentage considering all keypoint pairs for the current rigid 33

body transformation. If the inlier percentage is greater than a 34

threshold p, we conclude that there is a map overlap and we re- 35

fine the transformation by computing the transformation using 36

all inlier keypoint pairs. During map merging, maps exchange 37

keyframes with each other. For example, absolute pose of all 38

the keyframes from the map s will be updated to the coordinate 39

system of r using following equation. Next, these keyframes 40

are inserted into the map of r. 41

ξWr i = ξWrWs
ξWsi (4)

Given that we do not limit ourselves to only two keyframes 42

and we use two groups of keyframes, we minimize feature oc- 43

clusion issues. 44

With our map overlap detection in place, we wanted to se- 45

lect the best feature-detector/descriptor combination that yields 46

the best results. We have done an experimental analysis on the 47

state-of-the-art feature detectors and descriptors as described in 48

the following sections. We considered several factors including 49

precision of matching, keypoint position accuracy, size of the 50

descriptor, etc. As a result of this analysis we use ORB[18] fea- 51

ture detector and BRISK[19] descriptor in our framework. We 52

computed features only for the keyframes, the added compu- 53

tational cost that resulted did not adversely affect the real-time 54

performance. 55

6.2. Image Features 56

In various computer vision applications like image registra- 57

tion, classification, object recognition and 3D reconstruction, 58

feature detection, description and matching play a pivotal role. 59

Especially in many SLAM approaches, it has been used to de- 60

tect loop closures or to recover from tracking failures by rec- 61

ognizing a place that is revisited. In our distributed framework, 62

we use ORB features to detect map overlaps across multiple 63

agents. 64

According to Wikipedia[25], an image feature can be de- 65

scribed as a piece of information from an image that can be 66

used to solve a computational task in the context of computer 67

vision or image processing. Notably, in different images of the 68

same scene, we would like to detect the same feature repeat- 69

edly, irrespective of the difference in viewing angle, zoom level 70

or lighting conditions. Other desired properties of features in- 71

clude localization accuracy, robustness, and efficiency of com- 72

puting them. The process starts by first detecting and localizing 73

features called keypoints of an image. These may correspond 74

to a corner, blob or region. Once identified, the image proper- 75

ties around that keypoint (feature region) are described using a 76

robust feature vector or descriptor. 77

We performed a comprehensive analysis of different combi- 78

nations of state-of-the-art feature detectors and feature descrip- 79

tors for the task of matching. We propose a quality measure to 80

select a suitable feature descriptor combination to use for the 81

map overlap detection in the distributed framework. 82

6.3. State-of-the-art detectors and descriptors 83

We considered eight state-of-the-art feature detectors for 84

our analysis, namely, Harris[26], Shi & Tomasi(GFTT) [27], 85
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FAST[28][29], SIFT [17], SURF [16], BRISK[19], ORB[18],1

and MSER[30]. The Table 1 summarizes the detectors con-2

sidered in our study. Even though the original MSER detector3

does not use scale space as do the other methods, it detects both4

smaller and larger blobs. Work by Forssen et al.[31] provided5

a scale-invariant version of the MSER detector and a descriptor6

that works in scale space.7

Table 1: Keypoint detectors

Name Scale Invariance Type
HARRIS No Corner
GFTT No Corner
FAST No Corner
SIFT Yes Corner
SURF Yes Corner
ORB Yes Corner
BRISK Yes Corner
MSER Yes Blob

To create a description of a keypoint that is invariant to trans-8

formation and noise is a challenging task. SIFT[17] is one of9

the most popular descriptor, which performs well in most appli-10

cations. SURF[16] is another descriptor with comparable per-11

formance to SIFT but has much faster computational time. Each12

of these descriptors contains a sequence of floating point num-13

bers that are matched using Euclidean distance. But, this has a14

high computational cost.15

Alternative descriptors that use bit sequences as descriptors16

have been proposed primarily to be used on mobile platforms17

with limited resources. The main advantage of these binary18

descriptors is the fact that feature matching could be performed19

faster just by computing the Hamming distance. Recent studies20

show binary descriptors are comparable in their performance21

with their floating point counterparts. All descriptors we used22

in our analysis are given below with a brief introduction to their23

operation.24

The Table 2 provides a summary of descriptors considered in25

our study. Relatively new binary descriptors like BRISK[19],26

FREAK[32], and ORB are smaller in size and faster in detecting27

matches.28

Table 2: Keypoint descriptors

Name Type Elements Size
SIFT Float 128 512 Bytes
SURF Float 64 256 Bytes
BRISK Binary 512 64 Bytes
FREAK Binary 512 64 Bytes
ORB Binary 256 32 Bytes

6.4. Datasets29

For our study and the analysis described below, we used the30

Oxford affine covariant regions dataset [33]. The dataset con-31

tains eight sets of images evaluating five different imaging con-32

ditions, namely viewpoint, scale, blur, illumination and JPEG33

compression. Each image set contains a reference image and34

five other images that are related by homographies to the ref- 35

erence image. All five homography matrices are provided by 36

the dataset. In our study, we focused mainly on a change in 37

viewpoint, scale, blur, and illumination, hence the JPEG com- 38

pression dataset was not considered. 39

6.5. Analysis 40

We then performed feature detection, description, and match- 41

ing between the reference image and the other images of the 42

Oxford datasets. Homography matrices are used as the ground 43

truth to compute the precision of matching. A match is consid- 44

ered a good match only when the detected corresponding point 45

is within the 5-pixel radius from the homography-estimated 46

point position. 47

Figure 10 shows the overall precision result for different key- 48

point detector and descriptor combinations. The size of the 49

marker corresponds to the number of correct matches found. 50

The color represents the time it took to detect and describe all 51

features. 52

Fig. 10: Precision vs Detector-Descriptor Combinations. Number of keypoints
generated are encoded in size of the marker and time to generate keypoints and
descriptors are encoded in color.

To investigate how each keypoint detector and descriptor 53

combination behaves in different imaging conditions, we com- 54

puted the precision for all sets of images. We report the re- 55

sult of bark and boat image sets that contain varying scale in 56

Figure 11a. The scale changes are categorized as lowest, low, 57

medium, high and highest scale groups. From the chart, we can 58

see the combinations (ORB, BRISK), (ORB, SURF), (SIFT, 59

SIFT) and (ORB, ORB) perform better than the rest, regarding 60

the overall precision of all different scale values. Similarly, Fig- 61

ure 11b contains the result of image sets, graf and wall which 62

correspond to viewpoint changes. The result for imaging con- 63

dition blur, the image sets bikes and trees are shown in Fig- 64

ure 12a. Similarly, Figure 12b shows the result of leuven image 65

set, which has images with changing illumination. As expected, 66

the precision decreases when we increasingly vary the imaging 67

condition. 68
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(a) Changing scale using camera zoom

(b) Changing viewing angle of camera

Fig. 11: Precision vs Detector-Descriptor Combinations.

6.5.1. Factors for finding the best keypoint detector and de-1

scriptor combination2

In our distributed monocular SLAM framework, we want to3

compare a given descriptor with already existing descriptors in4

a database. Our goal is to find the best keypoint detector and5

descriptor combination for our framework. We considered the6

following factors.7

• Precision change with the changes in zoom, viewpoint an-8

gle, blur and illumination. A good combination would9

roughly maintain its precision with changing imaging con-10

ditions. For example, in Figure 11a the (SIFT, SIFT) com-11

bination dropped its precision from 0.8 to 0.75 as zoom12

changed from lowest to low. However, in the case of13

(FAST, SIFT) the precision is dropped from 0.9 to 0.0. The14

latter case has a drastic change in precision.15

• Higher precision numbers. Apart from maintaining its pre-16

cision under varying imaging conditions, we would like to17

have the precision numbers as close to 1 as possible.18

• Size of the descriptor. Our framework transfers descriptor19

data across the network. For a given set of keypoints, a20

smaller descriptor is favorable than a larger one, as it re-21

duces the amount of data the framework has to transfer.22

• Location accuracy. The distance distribution between the23

(a) Changing blur using camera focus

(b) Changing illumination using camera aperture.

Fig. 12: Precision vs Detector-Descriptor Combinations.

estimated and real location of matching keypoints should 24

have its peak located closer to the distance of 0. 25

• The shape of the distance distribution. We would like the 26

distribution to have lighter tails, meaning it should have a 27

very little number of outliers. 28

6.5.2. The quality measure for keypoint detector and descriptor 29

combination 30

To come up with a quality measure for keypoint detector and 31

descriptor combination, we used the following parameters. 32

• Precision average (p). For imaging conditions, zoom, 33

viewpoint angle, blur and illumination, we separately com- 34

puted the average precision. This relates to the first two 35

precision related factors mentioned in Section 6.5.1. We 36

would like p to be higher. 37

• Normalized size of the descriptor (d). We normalize the 38

descriptor size by dividing the descriptor size by 512. As 39

shown in the Table 2 descriptor sizes vary from 32 Bytes 40

to 512 Bytes. Thus descriptors ORB, BRISK, FREAK, 41

SURF and SIFT get 0.0625, 0.125, 0.125, 0.5 and 1 re- 42

spectively. We would like d to be lower. 43

• Mode of the distance distribution (m). As we want our 44

location accuracy to be higher, we expect the mode of the 45

distribution to be closer to zero. 46
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• Kurtosis of the distance distribution (k). Kurtosis of a dis-1

tribution indicates whether data has a higher or a lower2

number of outliers. If the Kurtosis is high, the distribution3

is heavy-tailed and has more outliers. Hence, we would4

like k to be smaller.5

Considering the above parameters, the quality measure qi for
imaging condition i is given by,

qi =
pe1−m

1 + f (α + k)
(5)

here α is a constant bias so that α = 3 and f (x) is the sigmoid
function given by,

f (x) =
1

1 + e−x/10 (6)

The overall quality is given by,

q =

n∑
i=1
γiqi

β + d
(7)

Here γi are constants computed empirically to represent the im-6

portance of supporting corresponding imaging condition. As7

we are considering only four different imaging conditions n has8

the value four. The maximum possible value for the quality9

measure is 27.33. The
∑4

i=1 γi and β are 32.8 and 3.2 respec-10

tively.11

Figure 13 shows how each imaging condition contributes12

to the overall quality measure. The proposed measure ranks13

(ORB, BRISK) combination as the best candidate for our14

framework. The rest of the leading combinations, (ORB, ORB),15

(SIFT, SIFT), (ORB, SURF), (ORB, FREAK) appear fourth,16

fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth positions in the Figure 10 as well.17

The first three combinations in the Figure 10, (GFTT, SIFT),18

(HARRIS, SIFT) and (FAST, SIFT), have higher m values, thus19

are demoted to be below leading candidates in Figure 13. Inter-20

estingly, (SURF, SURF) combination received a lower quality21

measure value due to its relatively low precision values across22

all imaging conditions evaluated (see Figures 12 and 11).23

Fig. 13: Quality measure vs Detector-Descriptor combination

7. Evaluation 24

7.1. Public datasets 25

To evaluate our system, we need a monocular visual SLAM 26

dataset, with multiple trajectories covering a single scene. We 27

considered publicly available datasets, and they did not satisfy 28

our requirements. For example, the dataset EuRoC [34] con- 29

tains pure rotations which did not work well with the monocu- 30

lar SLAM approach we used. The Kitti [35] is mainly a stereo 31

dataset, even when we considered a single camera, the direct 32

monocular SLAM process failed since the camera motion is 33

along the optical axis. The TUM-Mono [36] dataset does not 34

provide ground truth for all frames and is primarily suitable for 35

evaluating single agent SLAM. Therefore, we created the DIST- 36

Mono dataset to evaluate our system. We also made it publicly 37

available2. 38

7.2. Experimental setup 39

Our experimental setup is designed to define the ground truth 40

of a camera motion precisely. As shown in Figure 14 we 41

mounted a Point Grey Firefly MV global shutter camera on a 42

Computer Numeric Controller (CNC) machine. We also pre- 43

pared a 1m × 1.5m scene containing wooden objects. We then 44

moved the camera along a path roughly four minutes each time, 45

while capturing its location ground truth periodically. We cap- 46

tured 640 × 480 resolution camera frames at 60Hz and ground 47

truth at 40Hz. The CNC machine has 0.2mm accuracy in all 48

three axes. We developed an open-source ROS node 3 to cap- 49

ture the ground truth from the TinyG CNC controller.

Fig. 14: Experimental setup showing a camera mounted on a CNC machine
allowing us to capture ground truth information.Camera mounted on a CNC
machine

50

7.3. DIST-Mono dataset 51

The dataset consists of five sub-datasets. We defined three 52

camera motion paths, Path A, Path B and Path C. All these paths 53

are on a plane slanted above the scene as shown in Figure 15a. 54

These paths have roughly 10% overlap and three different start- 55

ing points. We generated two datasets using PathA by rotating 56

the camera around its z axis. In S01-A-0, the camera optical 57

2http://slam.cs.iupui.edu
3http://github.com/japzi/rostinyg

http://slam.cs.iupui.edu
http://github.com/japzi/rostinyg
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Dataset Path Initial camera rotation
S01-A-0 Path A 0
S01-A-P20 Path A 20 CW
S01-B-0 Path B 0
S01-B-N20 Path B 20 CCW
S01-C-0 Path C 0

Table 3: DIST-Mono dataset

axis and scene Y axis is on a vertical plane. In S01-A-P20, we1

rotated the camera around its y axis by 20◦. This is illustrated2

in Figure 15b. Similarly, we created datasets S01-B-0, S01-B-3

N20, and S01-C-0 as shown in Table 3.

(a) Motion paths are in a plane slanted above the scene

(b) 20◦ clockwise rotation

Fig. 15: Camera motion and its initial rotation for datasets

4

7.4. Experiments5

7.4.1. Experiments I6

Two of these datasets were then used to deploy two explor-7

ing nodes on two separate physical computers. The monitoring8

node is deployed on a third computer. All these computers run9

on Ubuntu 14.04 operating system. They are connected via a10

wired router. This experiment is repeated 100 times, and the re-11

sultant transformation between merged two maps is compared12

against the ground truth.13

The resulting relative transformation between dataset S01-A-14

P20 and dataset S01-B-0 was recorded as shown in Table 4 (in15

the table, µ is the average over 96 trials, and σ is the standard16

deviation). The average error in translation and average error in17

the rotation were 2.7cm and 5.3◦, respectively. Furthermore, it18

merged maps successfully in 96 out of the 100 attempts. The19

framework failed to detect map overlaps in the remaining four20

attempts. Once the framework merged two maps, one exploring21

node displayed its map as in the right hand side map of Figure 5.22

7.4.2. Experiments II23

Similar to the Experiments I, we used dataset SCENE-A-024

and dataset SCENE-B-N20 in two different exploring nodes.25

After map merging, each exploring node exported its key frame26

poses in TUM dataset [37] pose format. Most importantly,27

Table 4: Relative transformation with rotation (q) and translation (t)

ξ ji Ground truth Results (96 attempts) Average
µ σ error

qx 0.00 0.00 0.01

5.33◦qy 0.38 0.41 0.01
qz 0.05 0.08 0.01
qw 0.93 0.91 0.01
tx(mm) -680.0 -706.5 6.1

27.4ty(mm) -70.0 -74.6 17.0
tz(mm) 350.0 355.8 15.0

these poses contain key frames from both exploring nodes. We 28

then computed the Absolute Translation RMSE [37] against the 29

ground truth. To support the non-deterministic nature of the 30

distributed system, we ran the experiment five times, and the 31

median result is recorded. Similarly, we performed three more 32

experiments with other combinations of datasets as shown in 33

Table 5. Given monocular visual SLAM, systems do not cap- 34

ture the scale, we manually calculated that in all experiments to 35

minimize the RMSE error. 36

Table 5: RMSE, median, mean and standard deviation against the ground truth
of the absolute translation. Number of pose pairs compared are also shown.

Experiment Node RMSE
(m)

Median
(m) Poses

S01-A-0, S01-B-0 1 0.0105 0.0087 74
2 0.0106 0.0095 74

S01-A-0, S01-B-N20 1 0.0143 0.0120 74
2 0.0136 0.0106 74

S01-A-0, S01-C-0 1 0.0046 0.0034 60
2 0.0089 0.0067 51

S01-B-0, S01-C-0 1 0.0032 0.0024 63
2 0.0046 0.0041 52

Figure 16 shows how estimated keyframe positions are com- 37

pared against ground truth in experiment II using datasets S01- 38

A-0 and S01-B-0. After map merging each exploring node has 39

a map with keyframes generated on its own and originated from 40

the other exploring node. In the Figure, ground truth keyframe 41

positions from first and second exploring nodes are shown in 42

blue and green circles respectively. The red circles in the figure 43

display the estimated positions of corresponding keyframe posi- 44

tions. Red lines show the difference between the estimated and 45

the ground truth positions of the keyframe. Similarly, Figure 17 46

shows keyframe positions for S01-B-0 and S01-C-0 datasets. 47

It also shows the relatively smaller coverage of the S01-C-0 48

dataset. 49

8. System Implementation 50

We developed exploring nodes and monitoring nodes as ROS 51

nodes. We used ROS Indigo Igloo infrastructure on Ubuntu 52

14.04 LTS (Trusty) operating system. Both framework imple- 53

mentation and the comprehensive analysis on state-of-the-art 54
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(a) First exploring node

(b) Second exploring node

Fig. 16: Keyframe position estimation against ground truth for experiment with
datasets S01-A-0 and S01-B-0.

feature detector and descriptor combinations we used version1

2.4.8 of the OpenCV library.2

Nodes in the framework communicate with each other using3

ROS topics. We used ROS statistics to measure bandwidth uti-4

lization in those communication channels. In addition to that5

ROS statistics could be used to measure, number of dropped6

messages, mean & standard deviation of the age of messages,7

and period of messages by all providers.8

Our distributed setup contained multiple personal comput-9

ers running above Ubuntu operating system. Exploring nodes10

were deployed in computers having Intel Core i5 processors11

and 16GB RAM. A monitoring node was deployed in Intel12

Core i7 processor and 16GB RAM. As mentioned in Experi-13

ments sections the framework merged maps 96 out of 100 times14

attempted. Furthermore, to investigate the computational de-15

mand, we deployed three nodes of the framework in a single16

machine and observed successful map merging repeatedly.17

Furthermore, exploring nodes merge their maps without in-18

terrupting their regular SLAM operation, largely due to the par-19

(a) First exploring node

(b) Second exploring node

Fig. 17: Keyframe position estimation against ground truth for experiment with
datasets S01-B-0 and S01-C-0

allelized nature of their architecture. 20

9. AR Application 21

We added an AR window to each exploring node to test our 22

framework. The AR window, allows users to add a virtual ob- 23

ject (a simple cube, in our example) into its map. This allows us 24

to demonstrate the collaborative AR potential of the distributed 25

SLAM framework. Each exploring node has its local map so 26

that it can render the augmented scene from its viewpoint. It 27

also knows its pose on the global map. This allows it to ren- 28

der objects added by the other exploring nodes as well. Fur- 29

thermore, exploring nodes can interact with one another using 30

peer-to-peer communication channels of the framework. 31

Figure 18 shows AR windows of two exploring nodes and 32

two interactively added cubes. 33

10. Conclusion 34

In this paper, we introduced a distributed SLAM frame- 35

work that identifies map overlaps based on an appearance-based 36
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Fig. 18: Same set of virtual objects is viewed from two different exploring
nodes

method. For the appearance based method, we have done a1

comprehensive analysis on the state-of-the-art keypoint detec-2

tor and descriptors and introduced a quality measure to select3

the best combination for a distribution visual SLAM frame-4

work. The framework operates with no prior knowledge of rel-5

ative starting poses of its nodes. Using an AR application we6

have shown that our framework can support collaborative Aug-7

mented Reality applications. We also developed a new publicly8

available dataset and used that for an extensive evaluation of the9

system.10

We developed a quality measure to find the best keypoint de-11

tector/descriptor candidate to be used in our proposed map over-12

lap detection method. We performed a comprehensive anal-13

ysis on state-of-the-art detector/descriptor combinations and14

achieved better results with ORB and BRISK combination.15

Our next step would be improving the exploring node’s16

SLAM process by incorporating features in pose graph opti-17

mization. That would help greatly in supporting public datasets18

as well. We would also like to develop more distributed monoc-19

ular visual SLAM datasets to evaluate our system at a larger20

scale. Furthermore, we will evaluate the possibility of using21

a BoW[38] based method instead of the FLANN[23] method22

we used to detect map overlaps, mainly to improve the perfor-23

mance of the system. The ultimate goal of this framework is to24

be ported to truly mobile, resource limited platforms and for the25

computational nodes to run on such mobile devices.26
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